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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON S02 OPA
Telephones
SOUTHAMPTON 20855 (STD 0703)
WEST END 1651 (alter 7 p.m.) (STD 04218)

ADDITIONS TO THE

1973 CATALOGUE

P.B.P. 9 VOLGASES
P.B.P. 10 CARRATICUS
P.B.P. 11 BODECIA
P.B.P. 12 CARTIMANDUA
P.B.P. 13 DECEBALUS

P.B.P. 14 SAPOR
P.B.P. 15 VERCINGETORIX

P.B.P. 16 CAESAR

P.B.P. 17 ZENOBIA

P.B. 224 SASSANID HOWDAH SPEAR
MAN

P.B. 116a IMAGO

P.B. 116b PRAETORIAN 2jp
P.B. 116c LEGIO each
P.B. 116d VEXILLUM

P.B. 116f AQUILA
G. 1 THRACIAN GLADIATOR

G. 2 VELITE
G. 3 MYRMILLION OR SECUTOR

G. 4 REITARIUS

G. 5 SAMNITE

G. 6 BESTARIUS
G. 7 LION

M.E. 1 Man Ore with Sword
M.E. 2 Wood Elf with Bow
M.E. 3 Strip 2 Dwarfs
M.E. 4 Wizard

M.E. 5 Elf
M.E. 6 Strip 3 Hobbits
M.E. 7 Wood Elf with Sword
M.E. 8 Mounted Wizard
M.E. 9 Man Ore with Axe
M.E. 10 Mounted Hobbits - 2
M.E. 11 Large Troll with Club
M.E. 12 Small Trolls - 2

M.E. 13 Armoured Dwarfs - 2
M.E. 14 Large Wolf
M.E. 15 Mounted Goblin - Axe
M.E. 16 Mounted Goblin - Sword
M.E. 17 Large Ent
M.E. 18 Small Ent
M.E. 19 Rohan Lancer

M.E. 20 Rohan Horse Archer

M.E.A.1 Ringwraith & Nazgul
M.E.A. 2 Dragon
M.E.A. 3 Eagle

lOp

POSTAGE

Up to C1 — 10p
C2 — 15p
E3 — 20p
£5 — 25p

C10 — 35p
3vor E10 F oe

7}p
61P
10p
7}p
7Jp
10p
6JP
7ip
7iP
10p
7ip
10p
10p
10p
6jp
6}p
30p
20p

7ip
7jp

30p
75p
10p

NEVILLE DICKINSON. M.I.CM
RICHARD •DICK' HIGGS. D.Art.

ADDITIONS TO THE

15mm. RANGE

ANCIENT - 10p each strip
15 A 1 Rorrun Cavalryman
15 A 2 Half Armoured Cataphracts
15 A 3 Gaul Horse Archors

15 A 4 Gaul Light Lancers
15 A 5 Gaul Slingers (shieldlcss)
15 A 6 Gaul Javelmmen (shieldiess)
15 A 7 Gaul Heavy Spearmen
15 A 8 Gaul Light Spearmen
15 A 9 Roman Auxiliary Archers
15 A 10 Rom.in Legionnaires
15 A 11 Persian Light Spearmen

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

15 E

15E
15 E
15 E

15E

15 E 7 Cuirassiers

15 E 8 Roundhead Musketeers
15 E 9 Roundhead Pikemen
15 E 10 Dismounted Dragoons
15 E 11 Royalist Command Strip
15 E 12 Roundhead Command Stn

1 Royalist Musketeers
2 Royalist Cavalrymen
3 Roundhead Cavalrym
4 Mounted Dragoons
5 Artillery Crew
6 Pikemen in Morions

I.W.R. 1 Indian with Tomahawk

I.W.R. 2 Indian Firing Musket
I.W.R. 3 Indian with Spear
I.W.R. 4 Indian with Rifle

I.W.R. 5 Indian with Bow

I.W.R. 6 Apache with Rifle
I.W.R. 7 Indian Wearing Blanket
I.W.R. 8 Indian Kneeling
I.W.R.C. 3 Indian with Lance

I.W.R.C. 4 Indian Medicineman

I.W.R.C. 5 Indian with Rifle
I.W.R.C. 6 Indian Chief

I.W.R.C. 7 Apache Warrior

7ip
73 P
7 P
7JP
7*P

V.1. Viking Swordsman
V.2. Viking Spearman
V.3. Viking Axeman
V.4. Viking Light Spearman
V.5. Viking Archer
V.6. Viking Berserk

I.W.C. 1 US Cavalryman Rifle 7-jp
I.W.C. 2 US Cavalryman Sword 7}p
I.W.C. 3 US Guidon Bearer 7Jp

DIRECTORS: NEVILLE DICKINSON. M.I.C.M.. RICHARD 'DICK' HIGGS. D.Art.

DESIGNED BY THAT 'POOR MAN'S' MICHELANGELO - DICK HIGGS. THE ORIGINATOR OF THE
NOW POPULAR SCALE - 25 mm. MANY MORE TO COME FOR 1973. IN OUR 5 mm. NEW 15 mm.
THE EVER-INCREASING 25 mm AND THE FAST-EXPANDING 30 mm SCALES.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED



WARG A M ER'S

NEWSLETTER

Ho.141. December 1975.

EDITORIAL

I had a very good time at the re
cent National Wargames Championships
held in Leicester, where I met a lot
of old friends and made a lot of new
ones. It was a very sociable atmos
phere, made even more so by convivial
discussions at the bar with a lively
Irishman running a French television crew who were filming the proceedings. The hard
work and enthusiasm displayed by the Leicester Club was most impressive and the lively
Trade stands never seemed to pall and appeared to be constantly changing their dis
plays (or was it those frequent visits to the bar?). As a social event it was great
and I only wish I could heap as much praise on the wargames themselves.

It is well known that I dislike competitive wargaming so that some of the feel
ing generated between competitors sent chills up my spine and the wargames bore little
resemblance to what goes on on my table-top battlefields. There seemed to be little
attention paid to the actual spectacle in that the terrains themselves were of a very
low standard and there was little indication of what particular period was taking
place and when. I know there was a timed programme but wild unpunctuality ruled -
largely because too much was attempted and lack of strict control allowed arguments
and disagreements to delay proceedings. The semi-final of the Ancient Championships
was delayed 1 hour and 40 minutes because of a disagreement on terrain between the
two contestants! I thought the rules were far too complex in their attempts to cover
all the angles and eventualities. Par better to tell the wargamers nothing but dis
tances and ranges and leave everything else to strict umpires with all the power of a
football referee.

Having said all that, I repeat again that I thoroughly enjoyed the weekend and
will make a great effort to get along to more of these affairs where everybody (except
the contestants) is friendly and the unpaid organisers take years off their lives by
their unremitting efforts.

DPI? FEATHSR5T0NE.

Subscription Rates: £2.50p United Kingdom; Overseas £2.75P5 #7.75 U.S.A. and Canada
including Bank Handling Charge. Single Copies 21p (65c U.S.A.).

Advertising Rates: Full Page
Half Page
Quarter Page
Eighth Page
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Talking

Wargaming

HINT OF THE MONTH

by

David Barnes

Finding difficulty in holding
25mm figures while painting them I
took a lump of Bostik's new solid
adhesive and put it in a ball on
top of an old tablet container
(see drawing). I then simply had
to press the base of my miniature
figure into this, paint up and
pull it off again - then continue
the process with the rest of the
batch of figures.

The tablet box could be sub

stituted by a bit of inch square
wood - long enough to grip properly. The tablet box gives a good grip. The figures
will stay on even if the whole thing is reversed to get at awkward places to paint.
The Bostik adhesive is infinitely re-usable and its trade name is "BLU TAC,:". There
is some American stuff called "PLASTI-TACK" but it is more expensive and no better.

00O00

PROBLEM OF TH5 MONTH

Frank Marshall writes:- "In the October Newsletter" (p.22) you mention that you
spray a clear matt varnish onto your figures. What kind of varnish is this? Who
sells it and at what price? How is it put on without paint "lifting" especially with
matt?"

Answer: Try spray-can TESTORS Spray Pla No.l2D Dullcote - 40p a can. Made in
Canada and obtainable from Hobby shops.

00O00

RULE OF THE MONTH

Houses, churches, factories, etc., on the wargames table can either be construct
ed in such a manner that the wargamer can garrison them with a suitable number of
figures or else this can be achieved by a card-slip, folded to rest on the peak of
the roof, bearing the number of occupants and changed as casualties occur. This
token saves arguments about the numbers of men crammed into a building and when men
are detailed to garrison a house, then they are removed from the table and kept
separately but count for all military purposes such as firing and fighting, being
suitably reduced and placed in another box as casualties occur. Whether or not they
have their muskets poking out of the windows on that side of the house which the
enemy are approaching has to be considered - it can be solved by giving occupants an
"all-round" field of fire. Houses are rated according to their size so that they can
hold five or ten men.

00O00—-

Nothing is more important in war than unity in the command; thus when there is
war against but one power there should be but one army, acting on one line, and lea
by one chief.

"Napoleon's War Maxims."

00O00

BATTLE REPORT OF THE MONTH - A WORLD WAR ACTION (Continued from Page 15)

from 1 point (rifle) to 6 (AT gun).
CONCLUSION: Victory went to the British (it would have taken them till the 7th move
•to actually get to both ends of the bridge), since they drove for the weak German
right flank and utilised all their resources which the Germans did not, an error
worsened by unlucky dice scores. Time was about 3 hours.



THE SKIRMISH LINE

SMILE WHEN YOU SAY THAT

by Steve Curtis

In case you thought we had vanished - no
chance - the Skirmish Line is alive and

kicking. After Mike's splendid article setting
readers the problem of how they would attack
the farm house in our Napoleonic game, you're
no doubt wondering where his second article,
solving the situation, has disappeared. The
answer is, we invited replies from you all,
and apart from a couple of pleasant asides
from people saying they liked our ideas, not

one of you put pen to paper with a reasoned reply to the problem. Our
thoughts, articles, yes and the rules we write, are based on and
influenced by your queries, suggestions and comments - so come on - let's hear from
you. This column should be an open forum for any ideas from you in and around Skirmish
Individual ised wargames.

Over the past four years that Mike, Ian and I have been writing rules for our Western
Gunfight and Colonial periods, we have received varied comments on the rules themselves.
One reaction that seldom fails to arise with anyone new to our books is - "Well .it's
nicely produced, but I prefer simple rules myself". That has me reaching for my
Remington .44 every time. The point being that our rules are simple, as Don will vouch
for, as long as you know how to use them. Most important is the fact that all the tables
and rules are contained on just two sides of the Summary Chart at the back of each book.
Having once grasped the basic idea that one figure represents one man, one phase equals
around a second, with the basic framework of movement, reaction,firing and melee, all
the rest is optional. You can dip into the rules and chat for odd points on unusual weapons
or uniforms or whatever. Games are seldom dull as new facets of the rules and the periods

are continually emerging.

The rules encourage individual characters rather than faceless figures, all the same. This
development of miniature personalities, each with his or her own biography, is not a
written rule, though perhaps it should be. As we have mentioned in previous articles,
writing a story setting the scene for the game, and continuing the tale based on the game
played, on into the next game soon develops into an interesting saga.. The worth of your
story depends largely upon your own writing talent, but however humble your literary efforts,
such a narrative is invaluable for wipping up enthusiasm amongst the players. The whole
thing with the odd map or two, makes an-informal "campaign", open-ended, with no
particular side trying to rub out the rest - well not completely!

Our first set of Gunfight Rules featured as fast and fancy a way to shoot yourself as any.
You guessed it - fanning. For those not familiar with this spectacular way of reaching
that big ol' wargame room in the sky, let me explain. The single-action Colt revolver is
held tight in the right hand with the first finger squeezing back the trigger, whilst the left
hand slaps the hammer back again and again. Your revolver, for five or six shots, becomes
like a small machine gun. On the movies it looks an ideal way of ousting the opposition.
Hollywood's blanks are only quarter-strength powder charges though, whilst the kick from a
full charge cartridge takes the gun up and to the right, nearly to your shoulder. Control after
one shot is lost, and you have as much chance of ventilating the sky as shooting your big
toe off, and precious little hope of more than disconcerting the enemy. All these little
factors combined to make us drop fanning from the Second Edition. Before we did, though,
one unforgettable query from an enthusiast was: "Why can't a man fan a Winchester carbine?'
Our answer was that to do so he would need three hands!

The fanning ghost just would not stay laid - to coin a phase. The other day, whilst chatting
to our rules expert, Ian, about the Third Edition of the Gunfight (available, hopefully, in



February/March '74), he said, "I've thought of another type of firing".
"Surprise me," says I. "Fanning", says he without a trace of a grin.
Steve, for once, was speechless.

Serious Body Wounds - a sore point with many (pun intended). This
causes more questions than almost any other item in the Colonial Rules.

To start with you ask, "Why do we get so many serious body wounds in our

games?" Quite simply, that's what we reckoned happened when a man
was hit. The trunk of the torso is the main target and makes up a third of

the man. We assumed, somewhat rashly, that most bullets entering that
area would cause oo-nasty wounds. Medically, that may be the case, but

from a game point of view, that's too harsh a wound for too many targets.
Thus in the Third Edition of the Gunfight (which, by the way, will probably

be called the "Old West Skirmish Rules") we have reduced the chance of scoring a serious
body wound and increased the chance of a light body wound. One query, from Don amongst
others, was why, once a man has suffered a serious body wound, can he get up after ten

seconds and start fighting once more? It will take him six phases to stand and he won't be
moving far under the present rules; to lay him out for longer - well you may as well call
him dead. The old devil , "playabil ity" raises it's ugly head. The usual skirmish game

lasts around twenty phases and to inflict a longer knock-out time than ten phases for any
wound is the same as asking, what kind of flowers would he like?

Then there's the other nasty one. Does a Light Wound knock a target down? This has
caused no end of discussion between Mike, Ian and myself. We used to reckon it was up
to the Umpire, but now this is our ruling: A Light Head Wound or a Leg Wound will knock

a target over. Other Light Wounds leave him standing dazed for the stated time.

Then several people have asked: Can a man, seriously wounded in one arm, fire a

shoulder arm with it steadied on say a wall or hitch-rail? Certainly, still referring to the
Colonial Rules, we deduct 30% from his firing factor. And for those enthusiasts who want
to see their mounted Sioux warriors swinging down to one side and firing a carbine beneath
the horse's neck, well be patient, it's all in the new Old West Skirmish Rules.

Finally, many of you seem confused by Observation on page 15 of the Colonial Rules. The
references to "subject" should more properly have read "object" (Steve's error!). The
object not observing is in cover, and therefore difficult to see, whilst the object observing,
e.g. sticking his head over a wall, has a much better chance of being seen.

Well, the Lazy B seems more like home every day. We're working on several interesting
western items to enhance the skirmish range, which should be available next summer.

But should you wander up to me with, "About your rules - bit long winded aren't they?"

Smile when you say that.



amor
metal miniatures

presents
a new comprehensive range
of 25mm Napoleonic figures
INCLUDING OFFICERS, STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALL ARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British, French,Prussian.Austrian,Russian.Spanish

Bugler French Hussars

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS - ROMANS -TURKS -GAULS - GOTHS

NORMANS-SAXONS - ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Infantry 6p Cavalry 14p

Cataloge 5p 23 Grove Road Leighton Buzzard Beds



COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Terry Morgan _

Concerning your comments on the Research Group Rules. Some years ago you
divided wargamers into two groups - 'fun' wargamers and 'rules' men, and I feel that
it is the 'fun' wargomer in you who objects to these rules. It strikes me that they
are designed for smallish battles with at most two people per side, and preferably
people who know them well. They do not, unfortunately, cater for the Sgt. York's
and Audie Murphy's of whom Neville Dickinson writes, but as these men are the excep
tion rather than the rule this seems quite reasonable to me. After all, I have never
seen a set of Napoleonic rules which provided for bows and arrows, (as u3ed at
Leipzig) and surely no rules can cater for the antics which Alexander got up to from
time to time.

Host people find the rules they prefer, I think. The '..'.R.G. rules tend to play
themselves, apnrt from initial dispositions. This is the sort of thing that a general
would expect to happen in a battle. He issues his orders and the rest is in the hands
of heaven. You yourself objected to an omniscient cowboy in Bristol, but under most
sets of rules, yours included, the general is just that. I am not too keen on the
W.R.G. Napoleonic rules, but I certainly would not swap their Ancient rules for any
other. For a long time I wa3 very happy with the comparatively simple local rules,
based on your own, but the more one learns about a period the more one becomes dis

satisfied and tends to quibble about the rules. This accounts for the general satis
faction with the W.R.G. rules, as few people have gone into the subject as the Research
Group.

My own division is somewhat similar to your own - when I feel like a serious
general I use the W.R.G. rules, but when I am a cross between Prince Rupert and Lord
Cardigan I use the 'back of a postcard' rules.

THE AMERICAN SCENE

by

Mike Driessen of Maryland

In regard to military history I am an Anglophile with the sole exception of the
Napoleonic struggle. To judge the Grande Armee's performance in the Peninsular is
as unfair as generalising about the British army based upon their performance at
Singapore in the Second ./orld .v'ar. I have no intention of berating Wellington's
generalship, but it was the Russian, Austrian and Prussian armies which eventually
tore the cuts out of the victorious French Army, '^ven Wateloo would have been
different if the British had no allies. Such questions shall remain unanswered which
add further magnetism to the Napoleonic appeal.

Our wargames are fought with basic regiments of 40 to 60 men each. I find this
ideal because it allows an extended use of romantic personalities on the table-top.
I cannot conceive employing several of Napoleon's marshals when combatants possess
only battalion strength. To help cultivate a tradition and allow the novice easy
identification, I paint regimental names and numbers on the stands of my 25mm veterans.
Each company of 10 men is mounted with double stick Scotch tape on to a cardboard
tray. Since their placement is not permanent, commanders are provided flexibility
of formation and morticians can remove casualties to landscape the scenery. (Thank
God their white coats aren't stained with blood).

MILITARY MODELLING - November 1975. Good colourful cover of model soldiers. Articles
on Board Wargames; Hinchliffe lOpdr Armstrong gunj Foot Guards and their colours;

Tank conversion - Bergepanther; scratchbuilding an M3; Battle of Granicus as a war-
game; plus photos, reviews, etc.



FLEXIBLE ARTILLERY EFFECT

by

Peter Gouldesbrough

Many wargame rule3 (including our own) divide
the maximum range of artillery into bands - long
range, medium range, canister range, etc., - in
order to calculate the effect of fire. It is annoy
ing and unnatural to find that a single inch of
range may make the difference between being in one
or the other of two bands which have a marked
difference in effect. In working out rules for 5mm
figures I struck upon the following possible method
of avoiding this.

Let us look at the possible effect of a real 6-gun 8- or 9-pdr battery. This
will depend on the noture of the target and the number of guns which actually hit
it. The range will determine the odds against any particular number of guns hitting
the target, but it will not have much effect on the number of casualties caused by
these hits, except at extreme range. Thus from extreme canister range (say 400
yards to (say) 800 yards) it will be possible to think of a single 'maximum effect
with ball', representing all 6 guns hitting the target. For the sake of argument
let us call this figure 48 casualties when firing on a column or square. What we
want is a system which will make it just possible, but highly unlikely, to get
maximum effect at 800 yards, but never possible to get more than maximum effect at
shorter ranges. It must also provide for all possible effects which are less than
maximum.

What I suggest is to throw a suitable number of average dice and then deduct
the range from the total. (The range can be calculated in inches or centimetres
according to the scale being used.) Of course at short ranges this will sometimes
produce an effect that is more than maximum, but these would automatically be re
duced to maximum. The easiest way to illustrate this is to show how it would work
in our projected game for 5mm figures.

In this game the scales are 1 inch = 30 yards and 1 figure - 4 men. When
firing on A targets (infantry in column or square or enfiladed in line) I propose
to throw 8 average dice and deduct the range in inches, but to limit maximum effect
to 12 figures. The maximum possible dice throw is 40, so it is just possible to
cause one casualty at 39 inches range and just possible to cause the maximum of 12
casualties at 28 inches range. But an average throw of 28 will only cause maximum
casualties at 16 inches range. All casualty effects which work out at more than 12
are automatically reduced to 12.

What about firing at less vulnerable targets? We call infantry in line and all
cavalry and horse teams B targets. For these I propose to throw 7 average dice and
fix the maximum effect at 6 figures. As the maximum possible throw is 35? it is just
possible to cause maximum casualties at 29 inches range - almost the same as against
A targets. We call infantry behind walls or in houses, gun crews, and skirmishers
taken in enfilade C targets. (Skirmishers not taken in enfilade are also C targets,
but may only be fired on with canister.) For these I propose to throw 6 average
dice and fix the maximum effect at 3 figures. As the maximum possible throw is 30,
it is just possible to cause maximum casualties at 27 inches range - almost the same
as against A or B targets.

What about 4- or 6-pdr horse artillery batteries? For these I propose to re
duce the throws to 7, 6 and 5 dice against A, B and C targets respectively, but not
to reduce the maximum effects. Thus it is just possible to cause maximum casualties
at ranges of 23 inches, 24 inches and 22 inches respectively. This seems a suitable
reduction in comparison with the corresponding ranges of 28 inches, 29 inches and
27 inches for the heavier guns. For 12-pdr batteries an increase of the throws to
9, 8 and 7 will give a suitable increase in effective range for the heavier guns.

There remains the question of how to determine the effect of canister. I pro
pose to throw one dice less than the corresponding throw for ball, but to double
the maximum possible effect. How does this work out with 8- or 9-pdrs firing
against an A target? The throw is 7 dice and the maximum effect is 24 casualties.
It takes an over-average throw of 28 to cause maximum effect at4 inches range. At

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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Figures
Specialists in Military Miniatures

8 College Square North, Belfast I1TI 6AS Telephone: BELFAST 43699

WARSHIPS
FLEETLINE 1/1200 MODEL WARSHIP KITS range of highly detailed
waterline models, accurate «nd easy to assemble. All parts

are metal and each kit comes with an instruction sheet. PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

FD1 H.M.S. ARMADA - Battle class destroyer, 1st Group, 16 part kit, length 95mm - 60p
FDla H.M.S. JUTLAND - Battle " " 2nd " " " 60p
FS2 H.M.S. TALLY-HO - British T-class submarine, 1 piece casting, length 71mm 25p
FM3 H.M.S. MARVEL - British Algerine class minesweeper, 1946, 14 part kit,

length 6lmm 43p
FM3b H.M.S. FANTOME - British Algerine class minesweeper, 1942, 14 part kit,

length 6lmm 43p
FS4 H.M.S. ULMATUM - British U-class submarine, 2nd Group, 1940/43, 1 piece,

length 50mm 23p
FM3A H.M.S. ALGERINE - British Algerine class minesweeper, 1942, 14 part kit,

length 6lmm 43P
FS5 H.M.S. SEPTRE - British S-class submarine, 2nd group, 1941/45, 1 piece,

length 55mm 25p
FEC6 H.M.S. PURSUER - British Attack class escort carrier, length 127mm £1.98p
FA7 GRUMMAN WILDCAT (AIRCRAFT) - 4 per packet, suitable for H.M.S.Pursuer

per packet 13p
FS8 H.M.S. RESOLUTION - British Resolution class nuclear powered submarine,

length 100mm 30p

POSTAGE AND PACKING .... 4p per item. OVERSEAS .... ADD 10£ for postage.

"MIL ORDER DEPT., LOWER BALLOO ROAD, GROOMSPORT, Co.DOWN 3T19 2LU.

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send
cash with order to Wargamer's Newsletter.

WAT-GAMES - £1.90p. (#6.00).
NAVAL WARCAMES - £2.45p. (#7.00).
AIR WARGAMES - £1.65p. (#5.00).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.45p. (#7.00
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £2.45p. (#7.00
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 3C to 1500 AD -
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.00p. (#8.50).
BAOTLjj NOTES FOR WARCAMSRS - £3.15p. (#9.00).
SOLO WARGAMES - £2.60p. (#7.50).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - 85p. (#2.50).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.10p. (#6.00).
TANK BATTLES IK MINIATURE - THE WESTER!? DESERT CAMPAIGN - £3.00d. (#8.50).
POITIERS I356 - £1.10p. (#3.00).
AT THEM WITH THE 3AY0NET! - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5.00).
:-:acsonald of the 42nd - £3.20. (#9.00).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1895-1918 by L.Richards. £l.$5p. (#5.00).

A Series of handbooks dealing with war<:aminf;;

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in

America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Feathers tone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)

by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for

early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

20p each (50c) or the set of 9 for £1.50p (#4.50) including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - 55p. (#2.00).

Payment in sterling from overseas - add 5$ for extra postage.

£5.00p. (#8.50).



TERRAIN IN NATIONAL CONVENTION ANCIENT BATTLES

by

Phil Barker

So far this year 2J different nationalities or distinct periods have provided
armies for use in the Society of Ancients wargames championship. These have been
mainly fought on terrain selected according to the method laid down in the Research
Group Ancient Rules. This assumes that each army would prefer to fight in terrain
that it considers suits it, but that opponents are unlikely to be so co-operative aa
to allow this, so th.it they in fact fight where the two types of terrain merge.
Neither is then completely happy, and neither completely unhappy.

In contrast, National Convention organisers have always insisted on a fixed
terrain, but allowed players to alter the proportions of troop types in their armies,
after having seen the terrain.

To start with, this is a rather unrealistic procedure. An Ancient General would
not know exactly where he would be called upon to fight, and one can hardly imagine
hin saying to his Hunnic light cavalry on finding the enemy sitting on a steep hill,
"We don't want you any longer. Here are your arrears of pay. Go back to Central
Asia, and when you pass Illyria, ask them to send some light javelinmen instead, and
tell them we will keep the fire burning until they arrive."

This is not to say he would not know in advance the general type of country he
would be in. He might know that he would be campaigning in say Gaul, where they have
swamps, plains, farmland, hills and forests, but no mountains or deserts. He would
not know that round the next corner was a warband drawn up behind a swamp with one
flank resting on a steep hill and the other on dense woods.

The second, and crucial, disadvantage is that if an Ancient British army found
itself fighting Huns on a broad flat plain, the privilege of swapping any 105= °f i*s
infantry for more chariots or light horse .would not do it any good. Reversing the
case, in continuous heavy woods, swapping ^0 light cavalry for 40 light infantry
would not markedly improve the Huns prospects.

In other words, a fixed terrain will favour one type of army. If this happens
to be the type of army that the organisers team has, and they are hardly likely to
choose terrain that handicaps their own army, harsh words may be spoken. Let us see
how this works out in practise.

At Leicester this year, the initial terrain consisted of two shallow hills on
the table edges facing each other at one end, the other end being flat with a stream
running down the centre.

Every experienced player looked at this and said "This competition will be won
by a Seleucid or an Egyptian army." This was because the hills could be occupied by
rank after rank of archers shooting over preceeding ranks without penalty, who did
not even have to move to get there, because the hills extended behind the set-up
line. Cavalry could not face the storm, of archery to attack up hill, and could not
cross the stream to outflank the hill without being delayed and disorganised. Chariots
and camels could not cross it at all! Seleucids and Egyptians were the only armies
listed with enough foot archers, the Egyptians fielded by Leicester being even better
optimised to the terrain by having an even higher proportion of archers and turning
up completely lacking mounted troops.

Only one other army type got past the first round, Sam Johnston's Glasgow Romans,
and they succumbed to Seleucid3 in the second round.

So on the one hand we have 23 array types fighting happily with no one type havins
a substantially better or worse record of victory than any other; on the other, the
National Seleucid Wargames Championship!

The reason always given up to now for sticking to fixed terrain has been the pro
hibitive expense of providing enough terrain pieces for players to choose from, coupled
with a fear that non-symetrical terrain might give one side an unfair advantage.

To the first I reply that the cost of providing a fewpolystyrene hills is very
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little compared with that of providing the tatty looking one piece polystyrene
battlefields that are now the fashion. In fact, here in our flat we now have enough
green table cloths, and almost enough terrain pieces to fight off the Convention
Ancient Quarter Finals.

The answer to the second is that the hundred plus players who have taken part
in the Society of Ancients competition so far this year have not produced a single
complaint about the unfairness of non-symmetrical terrain and that practically every
player I have spoken to considers that choosing the best terrain to fight on is part
of the test of a good player.

Getting down to brass tacks, here is a practical proposal. Give each player a
steep hill, a low hill, a wood and a small swamp. Tell them that in turn, each of
them must place one of his 4 pieces on the table, in any position he likes as long
as it is not within 15" of his own table edge.

They continue to do this until each has positioned 3 pieces, except that if a
player wishes, he can refrain from choosing any at all, or alternatively stop when
he wishes. The table, which will probably be a 6' x 41, can then have between 0 and
6 terrain pieces with different characteristics.

If Convention organisers like to adopt this sytem, Research Group will loan them
the necessary cloths and terrain pieces.

We feel that such a system would encourage manoeuvre and make for much more in
teresting games, that it would bear a close resemblance to real wargaming than Con
vention battles now do, and that it would greatly speed up games by eliminating the
45 minutes of army list juggling required by the old system.

CONVENTIONS

by W.G.Koore

I feel I have got to put pen to paper to air some of my thoughts, because after
the Convention I feel that they will soon need to introduce lawyers to wargaraing! I
noticed a remarkable drop in (a) attendance, (b) comfort and (c) interest in the
actual games. I have nothing against the Leicester Club and I think they did as good
a job as any club can do. I am complaining about the general attitude that seemed to
hang over the whole concern.

'./hen are we going to be able to go to these meetings and enjoy the main item -
the actual games? We sat down at 12.45 to watch the Napoleonic Finals (timed for 12
noon). The players and the umpire eventually arrived and after a further li- hours
orders had been written and a few figures appeared. By 4.15 there had been only 4
moves so we got up and came homo. Heaven knows who won - they might still be playing
now! I don't blame the players just the RUL.^S - and something has ;:ot to be done
about them! Spectators amble up to the tables, look for a while, become bored and
stroll off to another table, where they look just as bored. Unless people can enjoy
the ,-ames they will not come and if this happens even the trade stands will suffer.

Here are some suggestions for improving the situation:-

1. Each player should, well in advance, be given a map of the terrain so that
they can pick their armies and decide on a Battle Flan - to be given to the Umpire
when they arrive at the table.

2. Whilst the umpire is reading them, they set out their troops; later the
umpire checks them.

3. Bring in the "Alternate Move" system, with the umpire making sure that the
players keep to Battle Plan. Any change of orders can be made by a player with a
"Penalty Hove Limit" before the new order can be carried out. This will make the game
flow more quickly and can be followed by spectators.

4. There should be a time limit on player's moves and anything not moved stays
put.

Obviously, none of this will be any use with the type of rules in use at the
moment. There are lots of rules that can be used to give the same skilful result
without a rule book of some 50 pages! Let everybody who feels this way make them
selves heard before these so-called intellectuals ruin everything! Too many of our
comrades seem to be trying to convince somebody, including themselves, of their
cleverness in playing these very complicated wargames and yet all anybody wants from
any sport is enjoyment in playing and watching.



Quest Writer of the Month.
- Robin Eyre-Tanner on a recent visit

SIR JOHN MOOKE to peninsular Battlefields.

Our.story starts in Southampton, where we embarked on the M.V. Patricia of the
Swedish Lloyd line. On the following day, during the dog watch, David Chandler, the
eminent historian from Sandhurst, gave some of the passengers and ourselves an intro
ductory lecture to the Peninsular War. He is a superlative speaker and we all re
ceived a clear insight into the Grand Strategy of the. campaign. In later lectures we
got down to the "nitty gritty".

Climbing up through the pass in the snow-covered mountains out of Bilbao we had
a sheer drop on one side, and could in places see parts of the old road. One could
imagine how difficult it had been to march a column of artillery through this pass.
Down to the plain - which is two thousand feet above sea level - we came into warm
welcoming sunshine. Our first port of call was Vitoria, on the principle of seeing
the last battlefield first! Approaching from the Durano direction we saw the road
the fleeing French took to Pamplona. After pausing at the bridge over the Zandorra
at Gamara Mayor we went on to Vitoria itself, where we parked opposite the Vitoria
statue, which we diligently photographed. Our next stop wss at the famous Tres
Puentes bridge, where the Light Division and 15th Hussars crossed. It was fascinat
ing to see the actual ground - the road to the bridge, was in "dead ground" large
enough to hide quite a number of troops. One could imagine the soldiers feelings as
they formed up to assault the Arinez hill. Here a second battle was fought when we
discovered a large snow drift, not yet melted. On again past the heights of Puebla
which must have been hard work for Hill's second division as they were sheer cliff
in places.. Many miles later a stop at the Somosierra Pass, where Napoleon directed
a disastrous frontal assault up the narrow roadway, sacrificing a squadron of Polish
Lancers in the attempt.

While in Madrid we did a lot of walking visiting shops and museums. The best
shop was run by a red. haired Spaniard, very pro British, sporting a HEME badge on his
jacket! Here Ken Chapman bought a bargain El Cid - giant size replica sword - from
the vast selection of swords for sale. Across the park to the Military Museum, where
we saw a large collection of model soldiers in the basement and also purchased some
super 54mm models very cheaply. A couple of blocks away was the Marine Museum, up a
very impressive flight of marble steps. Here I spotted some obvious errors i.e. in
one glass cabinet a collection of 54mm'Britains included a Royal Marine Band, un
fortunately in incorrect positions, also did tho Spanish sink three Royal Naval ships
at Cape St. Vincent? I'm sure we won! Here I went sick with Spanish stomach - but
had a couple of doctors on board so all was well. Incidentally it is worth mention
ing that more casualties were caused by sickness than battle in the Peninsular War.
Extremes of heat and cold together with problems of food and water made life very
difficult for the troops.

We left Madrid early for Talavera where our first stop was "at the old bridge
over the Alberche. A detour down farm tracks took us to the-Casa Salinas. Here,
while reconnoitoring from one of the twin towers, Wellesley was surprised by a force
of tirailleurs and whilst escaping drew his 3word. The Casa is now used as agricul
tural .flats and the tenants had never heard of the Peninsular War let alone Welling
ton. (Ah! These mad English!). Further on to the Talavera battlefield we debussed
on the Medellin and tried to make"out where various ridges were. The famous reverse
slopes were very gentle here. An artificial mound topped the Medellin upon this was
built a luxury bungalow. The owner showed us a map of the battlefield and also
several cannonballs, found while ploughing up the hillside to make a forestation.
The valley the 2^xd Light Dragoons had fallen into is now a small lake,•surrounded
by wild herbs. Indeed one recollection of Talavera was of a strong smell of sage -
or is it thyme? We searched in vain for more cannonballs in the hot sunshine and
then pressed on to Tolado which we reached in late afternoon.

Here amid narrow mediaeval streets we found our hotel but had to wait until the

bullfighters finished using our rooms for changing. Some of the bloodthirsty members
went to the bullfight, but were almost thrown out when they cheered a bull which
ripped one of the toreador's trousers. We saw over the Alcanzar - where a heroic
siege withstood all assaults in the Civil War, and where the Governor's son was
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executed by the Reds when his father refused to surrender. More purchases of swords
and souvenirs and early next morn on to Avila where the "Gun" was filmed.

Here we had a memorable picnic just outside the city walls - wine, bread and
cheese, more wine and a fund of funny stories. A hectic dash around the walls and
town - where Don bought all the models in one shop - pirated Airfix figures painted,
about a dozen a pack for 2^-p a packet. On again to Salamanca with its impressive
Plaza Mayor. A visit to the battlefield in the cool of the evening gave U3 a
private's eye view of the terrain. Here there was enough dead ground to hidean army
- as the French found out to their cost. Climbing through barbed wire to the Lesser
Arapile we sheltered in its* lee from the strong cold wind which had blown up. Here
David Chandler gave another battlefield lecture and in the dusk one could almost see
the ghosts of the cavalry charge across the plain and the dark columns of the French.
In the cool(?) of the evening we drove to Aldea Tesada and in narrow country lanes
we almost had to draw swords to cut our way past Spanish peasants armed with a
tractor. Driving back in the dark to our hotel in Salamanca we came upon a candle
lit procession of hooded penitents - rather like Klu Klux Klan. The people carried
crosses or candles and marched to the measured beat of drums. One remembered tales

of the Inquisition.

On the final day, we drove through country resembling the top of a wargame table.
There were trees more like toys than real, scattered in forests where boulders and
rocks of all sizes lay amid streams, vineyards and mountain passes - good bandit
country, (one bandit said - "I had to kill four Frenchmen before I found a pair of
boots that fitted!") A lunchtime assault of the steep slopes of Burgos Castle was
very rewarding and we saw all the immensely strong defensive positions of the castle.
Alas time and tide were rushins out and we were due on board the ship in two hours.
A hair-raising "short cut" down a 2,000' cliff on hairpin bends and an equally hectic
dash through an endless traffic jam and we arrived at the ship with minutes only be
fore she departed.

The voyage home included an entertaining evening, when all the party dined to
gether. It was a tired, dusty but happy band who returned - carrying swords, battle-
axes and booze through customs, together with unforgetable memories of a happy holi
day. So ended one of the most fascinating foreign tours I have ever been on, veil
away from the normal tourist haunts, as yet unspoilt. I think that Wellington would
have approved of our seeing for ourselves these famous fields.

Congratulations to John Gaylor and his helpers for organising such a splendid
trip - but please - csn we have a commando course to get us fit before the next raid
on the Continent?

SPEHCER-SMITH MINIATURES

50mm WARGAME FIGURES A:;P ACCESSORIES

(Moulded in Polythene)

COMPRISING

Napoleonic
American War of Independence

American Civil War

Modern Army
Naval

Cannon

Field Guns

Howitzers

PRICES

A bag of 80 INFANTRY or 24 CAVALRY coats £1.20pj a bag of 4 GUNS fil.OOp.

SEND S.A.S. for PRICE LIST TO;-

Ronald Spencer-Smith,
66 Longmeadow,
Frimley,
Camberley,
Surrey. (Tel.No. Camberley 21618)



NORTHERN

GARRISON

LATEST SUPERB 25mm WARGAME3 FIGURE:; FROM LAMMING MINIATURES

ANCIENTS AE/1 Egyptian War Chariot
AE/2 Pharaoh's Chariot
AA/l Assyrian War Chariot

Each kit consists of chartio, two horses Bnd 2 riders, beutifully cast,
assembled, in minutes. PRICE - 60j each.

BRITISH NAVY (Napoleonic period)

3N/1 - 6 Set of 6 naval gunners, including officer, match
lever, ramrod, spare hand and 'powder monkey'.

PRICE - 42p per set.

And the most recent offerings from CHARLES STADDRD in the TRADITION
25mm range:

ROMANS (1st and 2nd Century AD)

AH/1 Legionar:' marching, spear shoulder
AR/2 " " throwing spear
AR/3 Centurion with vine staff and cloak
AR/4 Cornican marching
AR/5 Aquilifer marching
ARC/l •Heavy Cavalry with long thrusting spear
ARC/2 Heavy Cavalry officer with sword raised
ARC/3 Flavian horse archer

TRICES - Legionaries - 8p: AR3-5 - lip: Cavalry - 20p.

The3e must be the most perfectly proportioned wargame figures on the market.
Many more Ancient figures to come.

WARGAK33 RESEARCH GROUT PUBLICATIONS: All titles of reference books

and rule books available both to mail order customers and to the trade

- all orders and enquiries answered promptly.

MAIL ORDER: Catalogues available:

.

MAIN ILLUSTRATED COMPLETE CATALOGUE - 50p
LAMMING illustrated CATALOGUE - 15p
TRADITION 25mm CATALOGUE - 15p

Postage (U.K.) - 10fo (Over £5 free). Minimum postage - lOp; Minimum
orders - 50p. (Overseas postage at cost).

WE CAN SUPPLY ALL POPULAR BOOKS AND REFERENCE MATERIAL INCLUDING LE
PLUMET KNOTEL AND HOURTOULLE PLATES. Complete range of accessories
including PAINTS, BRUSHES, SCENERY, etc.

APOLOGIES - to all those oustomers who were not able to obtain their
Lamming Mediaeval figures at the Leicester Wargames
Convention - we sold out before the end of the first day
virtually! These spectacular figures are readily avail
able now either direct from us or from most leading war-
games shops.

Korth.rn Olflc. .'ml Showroom l„ AliocUllon with
Northern Garrison Norman Newton Ltd
Knaresborough IBS Piccadilly
Yorkshire London W I
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

A WORLD WAR II ACTION

by

R.H.I.Gray and A.Raymond

Jl'fUATIOH 6th September l9Vt: 4th Battalion the King's Own Shropshire Light Infantry
of the 11th Armoured Divison has been ordered to capture the key railway bridge
carrying the Line from Antwerp to Amsterdam over the Albert Canal which at dusk that
day (10th move) will be blown by German Engineers. For this on its 1944 establish
ment the Battalion has 4 rifle companies (each 8 riflemen, 1SHG, 1 Bren (LMG) and 1
PIAT team (12 men in all)) and a support company with a mortar platoon, (2-3" and 1-
2" mortars), a carrier platoon (3 Bren cun carriers) and an Assault i'ioneer Platoon
(1 mine detector, a flame thrower and a demolition specialist). Battalion ::..,. con-

A Mollis •- NMS

sists of the CO, a radio operator and a stretcher party. Total 81 men worth 11^ (my
weapon points system) points. An Anti-Tank Platoon with 2 carrier towed 6pdr guns.

The German forces consisted of the 1st Battalion of the 929th Infantry Regiment
from the 711th Static Division with 3 rifle coys., organised like the British with
Panzerfausts in place of PIATS, and a support company (3 tripod mounted HMOS, 1 80ram
and 1 50mm mortar) together with an identical liattalion H.O. Total 54 men worth 72
points.

TERRAIN (see map): Hornby girder bridge and rails. Merit fir and i-oplar trees.
Minibrick houses. Cloth strip stream and canal. Book hills and embankment. Model
Railway greening C'6" x b'J>" table.

DKPLOYM.jJT (see map): The Germans were outnumbered by over 60>o. their only advant
ages lying in their 3 HMGS (British had none), the minefield and the rule that their
MG-42 Spandaus could fire a second burst per move subject to dice throw and jamming
to allow for their higher rate of fire in comparison with the Brens. However, 1/
929th Battalion was badly positioned with 1st Company in the bin house (45 defence
points) and hedge enclosure covered on its right flank by the minefield while 2nd
Coy only had the cover of the woods (one to saving throws instead of two for hard
cover) on the other side of the railway embankment, and 3rd Coy with 1 vital HMG and
the 50mm mortar from the support company was too far back holding a tete au point at
the south end of the bridge and the hill to the west.

The British came straight onto the table from the south.
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NB. The Assault Pioneer Platoon and Battalion H.Q. both had 1 Jeep as transport.

RULES: In the Lionel Tarr spirit except for morale where at 25/-, 5°& and 75/^ casual
ties each sub-unit throws separately. Rifle range was 15" (600 yards). Moves were
alternate but firing was considered to be simultaneous. No vehicles were allowed on
the embankment.

1st HOVE: The British moved first with A Coy in jeeps (3) and B Coy partly in Bren
gun carriers (2) with a 3" mortar and flame thrower in support on their left skirting
the impassable marsh on both sides - my ingenious cousin had utilised his vehicles to
motorise 18 men L.R.D.G. stylel Mortar fire dealt with the German LMG and Brens from
the vehicles eliminated the HKG crew thus depriving 2nd Coy of much of its firepower
at the cost of only 2 riflemen. On the right the other Rifle Coys with the 6pdrs, 2
mortars, Battalion H.Q. and th Assault Pioneer Platoon advanced slowly due to lack
of vehicles (2 Bren gun carriers towing 6 pdrs) and failure to use the road. The
jerman reaction, on foot as it was, was limited to 1st Coy moving its 2 MGs to cover
.lierloo and a belated effort by part of 3rd Coy to move to 2nd Coy's support.

2nd MOVi^: Che Germans moved first, 1st Coy's .'Ms taking i-ierloo Village, destroyed
a •. IAT team, 4 ;,i' gunners and a mortarman, but on their right 2nd Coy killed only one
rifleman. Inevitably British rifle and Bren fire dealt with the Germans left flank
l.Gs while the 6pdrs levelled the front of the hedge enclosure without firing at the
house which, with its 45 defence points, would need four or five direct hits to de
molish. On the "ritish left flank 2nd Coy was virtually destroyed (1 man being cap
tured) by the 4 3rens and the flamethrower of the motorised force. The Germans now
threw for 25a losser. with, the result that 3rd Coy retreated down the bridge eventu
ally rallying while the remaining i.T.Gs and mortars retreated 6".

3rd KtyJ: The British moved first, on their right a Bren carrier, having unlimberec
its 6pdr, in i.'icrloo, now probed the hitherto undisclosed minefield without being
blown up. Bren end rifle fire accounted for ',' men of 1st Coy, now helpless without
MG support and deprived of frontal cover, at the cost of a mortar crew which left the
2" mortar unmanned with a 6pdr in Nierloo. British left 2nd Coy's 2 survivors
were mown down by the motorised column now moving beyond the wood. 1st Coy's Panzer-
faust moving desp :ratcly outside the house was unable to get within the required 4"
of the Bren carrier in the minefield.

4th MCV^: «t this point the annihilation of the German forces became inevitable
since the British won the throw to move 1 mortars continued to retre>t and
3rd Coy, immobile after rallying, was unable to re-occupy the tete au point. The
British motorised force now fanned out on each side of the hill and, utilising a
captured HMG,be,-;an to mercilessly shoot down half of 3rd Coy now scattered in little
groups around the hill. Cn the right f] Joy began eliminating the last pockets
of resistance that 1st Coy could offer while the demolition specialist cleared a 3"
x 1" lane thro,. minefield for D Coy, and the leading Bron carrier continued
down the road through the poplar tree avenue to destroy the still fleeing 80mm mortar
team.

-;th MOVg,: My cousin once more had the luck of the devil and in moving irst proceed
ed to totally eliminate the more than 50, reduced l/929th Hattalion, whose 3rd Coy
had only just rallied from a second retreat to the north side of che bridge. The
motorised column no\: disembussed 1 •J.'.T learns who destroyed the Battalion command
carrier below the bridge at point-blank range killing the radio operator, while to
che west the flamethrower despatched the last. .::::G team on the verge of the Canal,
rhe remnants of 3rd Coy were cut down on Ihe north side of the bridge while the
Jerroan CO remained defiantly on top of the bridge, where he had been since the be
ginning, with binoculars clapped to his eyes. Bhfl last spasm of resistance proved
to be the most destructive German riposte because the last Spandau destroyed 1.
ceams and a rifle volley (4 men) riddled as CMC and bren gunner. The last 4 German
survivors, including also the CO, now surrendered as a result of an adverse throw
(the last of many!) under the 75.- casualties rule. Only the 50ram Mortar team escap
ed. On the other flank mopping up was finished and the minefield lane lengthened.

JAGUALTI...S: British Losses - 18 men (18 points) (5 P1AT crew, 4 AT gunners, 3
Mortar crew, 1 Bren gunner, 1 GKG and 4 Riflemen) 7
casualties from LMG fire, 6 from HMG.

German Losses - 52 men (6 prisoners while 22 casualties were the result
of 3ren fire). (6&£ points).

My points system, by the way, values each weapon, in this game the range varied

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2.
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NEW 'COLONIALS' IN 15mm.

FROM PETER LAING

Additions to the new 600 series introduced last month

KEEP ONE AHEAD OF "THE JONES"!
Run two wargames periods. Try 15mm for your second string, or better still, run two 15
mm periods. Enjoy the advantages of this smaller sfinle, where the figures are still
individuals, and you car. have a larger area represented on your table. Peter Lair.g
offers a choice of 6 different periods with over 180 items, and the range is still
grov/ing. If you arc a collector, and want a change from larger scales, why not try a
mini diorama. A Marlburian cannon and eight crew, a mangonel and crew with a few-
Normans, or a Catling gun crew and eight Zulus, each group costing less than 60p, and
fitting into a space no greater than 6cc» x 3cm. If she * complains that your army or
collection is taking up too much room (or you are spending too much money) then Peter
Laing's figures could bo the answer.*(The little woman - i:um - the Wife - the Gir]
Friend - or the better half)! Send a long 3.A.E. for further details, price list ana
sample figure (state preference).
The six periods covered (so far!) are: Ancients (500 BC) Feudals (11th - 12th century)
Marlburians (1700 - 17i0; American War of Independence, English Civil War, Colonials
(late 19th ceutury), and include infantry, cavalry, artillery, and even a bagpiper!

Send long S.A.E.tor a full list of olher ranges: Marlburian.
Foudol, A.W.I. Ancionts and E.C.W. and sample figuro

(slate preference).

PETER LAING
11 Bounds Oak Way, Southborough,

Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 OUB
Tel: 0892-29911

Post and package oxtra. Orders up to CI. 12p: C2. Up;
C3. 1Gp; C4, 18p; ovci C5 froo.

Model Mililaire
7I barker road middlesbrough teesside

ANCIENT SHIELD TRAHSffiB

M A I ROMAN SIX DESIGNS I each x 54(nm. 10 each x 25mm 40p
M A 2 GREEK 12 DIFFERENTx 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA

KPALDIC TRANSRSS

MM I UONS MM 2 EAGLES. BOARS FLEURS-de-LYS. CHEVRONS

"VP1LES. MARKS OF CADENCE
M M 3 CROSSES. LABELS 4Qp

M M 4 CHEQUY . LOZENGY, BARS . GYRONS

RESiMENTAl COUJUBS 11815) SELF ADHESIVE
__

Rl I 1st GUARDS.Ist 4th.23rd.32nd and 92nd FOOT
Rl 2 2nd GUARDS. 3rd.14th,27th,40th and 52nd FOOT

H&P. 1,2 items 5p. Upto 5 items 8p.then 1p extra per item

NOW AVAILABLE! Prussian Infantry 1815 Colours. 2/3? 2/4; 2/E Pruss.Gren.; 2/8; 2/9;
Lieb.Grens; 2/2; 2/5 plus blanks for completion as any regiment.

COMING! Russian colours then French.

TRY YOUR LOCAL DEALER BEFORE ORDERING



LETTERS

"I am rather enthusiastic about the 5ram Napoleonic troops. They are perfect for
my harried budget and limited space. Besides, they lead to excellent opportunities
for manoeuvre. I judged a game using them at the Chicago, Ht.Prospect and Lake
Geneva Conventions and they were all well received. The painting isn't too hard
actually and quite some detail can be achieved. My French Curai3siers have clearly
visible (to those with good vision or eye glasses, that is) the silver breastplate,
blue sleeves, red epaulettes, gold and silver helmet with its horse hair plume. Of
course, I did have some difficulty in painting tartan kilts on my Highlanders. I do
draw the line, however, :it painting on the buttons!"

John Bobek of U.S.A.

00O00

"Since I am a solo wargamer, your latest effort in the literary field was more
than welcome. I wargame in all periods and patch together rules that suit me from
everybody. For example in my Napoleonic "rules", I use the movement system and
firing ranges from " ? ", my own firing tables for musketry, Scruby's
rules for firing artillery, the Bulgin melee system, and the Miles "Rounders" for
morale. This is all in 25mm.

In 30mm, it is based more or less on the organisation in Brigadier Young's book
on a man-to-man p^'-sonal level. "0" gauge is saved for ;rand factual, strategic
warfare.

I use many of the ideas about formations and movement from your book with, I
ttiink, some interesting variations. For example, each army has a formation and
attack plan (Shusta) and each unit has a commander rated Exceptional, Average or Poor.
Ench game move, each unit is diced and depending on what comes up, the unit either
halts, proceeds with the battle plan, or exercises its option (doe3 what seems best).
This varies according to the ability of the commander (Exceptional ones get to exer
cise more options). This leads to all kinds of variations and is quite exciting.

I also use the Warplan 5/5 system for campaigning. I hope you have this avail
able to you in inland because I think it is just -rent."

Thomas L. King of Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.

ooOoo

"I would like to make one complaint, and that is the lack of continuity in the
Newsletter from month to month. For instance the "Campaigns in Wargaming" series
begun in July was interrupted in the September issue just as it was about to deal
with the practical application of campaign theories on the table, or at least in war-
game campaigns. Also the promised sequel to "Skirmish at la Cochaine" was missing
and readers were kept in suspense yet another month."

Murray Writtle of Walsall, Staffs.

ooOoo

"It is amazing how some of the wargamers around can only be shaken from their
lethargy to write criticisms, usually destructive rather than constructive, and yet
can never actually CONTRIBUTE anything - whether to the Newsletter, any other publi
cation, or the hobby in general!

Take the Skirmish Line. My last effort called from response from readers - so
what do we get? NOTHING!*! Not even insulting letters - just no letters at all.
Hardly likely to encourage one, is it? We have all got figures to paint, rules to
write, beer to drink, but surely we can all find 5-10 minutes just to keep in touch
with other nuts who like playing with soldiers. Apparently not, if the Wargamer's
Newsletter readership is anything to go on."

Mike Blake of Bristol.

ooOoo

"This will be about my sixth year as a subscriber and I still look forward to
receiving it every month. I began life as a wargamer about six years ago when I was
15 or 16 when I found your book "Wargames" in the public library. I saved up and
bought a copy and then saved up and bought my first subscription to Wargamer's
Newsletter. My armies were unpainted Airfix World War II Germans and British or
badly painted American Civil War figures. A Napoleonic army was only a dream as
metal figures just could not be afforded on a 16 year olds income (I don't really
think I can afford them even now). Then through an advert in the Newsletter I found
Spencer-Smiths plastic Napoleonic range - 15s. for 60 infantry, 4s for 12 cavalry.
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Steadily I built up large Napoleonic armies fighting against friends I had introduced
to wargaming and using your handbook "Rules for Napoleonic Wargames" (I bought the
complete set) and later the rules in "Charge!" by Brigadier Peter Young.

I then gradually started buying metals from Miniature Figurines introduced to
me by adverts in Wargamer's Newsletter. From then on my armies have got larger and
larger, the rules I use more and more sophisticated. I have 3old -my "Spencer-Smiths"
through the Newsletter, I have bought myself a World War II naval fleet of 1/1200
scale ships - throu h the Newsletter - playing Fletcher-Pratt rules taken from your
book "Naval Wargames". I have found clubs and opponents through the Newsletter and
I am still finding new ideas from the Newsletter. In fact my whole expansion as a
wargamex has been closely linked with the Newsletter and I am grateful- for all the
work you have put into it and I hope you keep up the fine work."

K. Ashton of Birkenhead, Cheshire.

00O00

"My personal opinion is that the Wargamer's Newsletter is not as good as it wps.
Many of the battle reports leave a great deal to be desired, and "Firing Into The
Brown"-type features, throwing out snirrets of generalised information that could
probably be found in any encyclopaedia or history book, are, I feel, a waste of time.

Why a deterioration? Because t'ne readers 3eem to think that all they should do
is read. They are supposed to write the things they want to read., not sit on their
backsides and complain that there is not enough in the magazine about their particu
lar period! What is the editor supposed to do, -spirit articles out of the thin air?
He hasn't got a staff of paid writers who will churn out Ancient, Napoleonic and .
Modern articles to order. He has himself, and the will to publish what people send
him.

On a slightly different tack: people who complain about the inclusion of articles
on fantasy or 3.F. wargaming - what right have they to determine what is or is not
valid in wargames? I don't play fantasy games, and nor do I play Ancients, but I do
not complain about Ancient articles in the Newsletter.

Whatever its standard compared to earlier years, the Newsletter is still the
only wargames magazine worth reading - it keeps us in touch with the wargaming world
rather than with the world of bigger and.better commercialism.

I would like to comment on your oft-quoted theory that "What happens on the
table-top bears only the most coincidental resemblance to what happens on a battle
field" - aren't you going a bit far here?!! If this is really the case why do we
bother to make 18th century rules different from Napoleonics, which are different
from A.C.V., etc? If table-top gomes were really so far removed from real battle
situations I do not think I would bother to play wargames!"

Chris Beaumont of Exeter.

(Having a great respect for Chris 3eaumont, who has been an enthusiastic war-
gamer almost since he learned to read, I treat his remarks with the attention they
deserve. Of course he's ri<;ht - what I should say is "....bears only the vaguest
resemblance to what happens on a battlefield." D.F.)

ooOoo

FLEXIBLE ARTILLSRY EFFECT - Continued from Page 7.

13 inches range an average throw of about 25 causes 12 casualties (the maximum if you
were firing with ball). But firing with ball at the same range would produce the
same casualties with a throw well under average, so it ceases to be worth while to
fire canister at any greater range. However, if a player misjudges his distances
and fires with canister at too great a range, he will still get some effect, but al
most certainly less than if he had fired with ball.

This would seem to provide an easily worked, realistic and flexible system. A
simple table can be drawn up from which to read off the throw and the maximum effect
according to the type of gun and target. Admittedly it would be more difficult -to
apply the system to a game with 20/25mm figures because the minimum casualty of one
figure represents a larger number of men and-the ranges are. much longer. For a game
where 1-inch - 30 yards and 1 figure = 20 men the only way would seem to be to deduct
a third of the range in inches and divide the result by 5 with maxima of 3» 2 and 1.
A bit complicated!



til HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.

MELTHAM. HUDOERSFIEID. ENGLAND I1D7 3NX

NOVEMBER 1973 Foot Figures
Cavalry

NEW 25 mm RANGE LIST w«*
English Civil War (ECW)
ECW3 Pieman in plumed hit. pike lotv.au

ECW4 Pikeman in plumod hal. pike up

ECW5 Musiouai in halmal. firing

ECW6 Mujkoteer in holmal. al proient

ECW1I Colour Hearer in holmet

ECWI2 Colour Bearer ,n plumed hal

English Civil War Cavalry
(ECWC)

ECWC2 Heavy Cavalry, charging
ECWC4 Heavy Cavalry, uumpofer

ECWC5 Light Cavalry, plumed hat. al rest
ECWC7 Light Cavalry, plumed hat. Officer
ECWCS light Cavalry, plumed hat.

ECWC9 Cuirasnar

ECWC10 Cuirassier Officer

ECWCI1 Dragoon

Personality Figures (PF)
PF22 Rupert

25mm Equipment (25)
25/AN E C.W. Culvenn 15-pdr. medium gu
2S/AR ECW. Heavy Mortar

Equipment Groups (EG)
EG9 E.C.W. Shot barrow and attendant,

powder barrel, base grillego and two
gabions

54 mm FIGURE RANGE
F10 British Horse Artillery 1815. gunner with handspike
F11 British Horse Artillery 1815, gunner with bucket
F12 British Horse Artillery 1815. gunner spongeing out
F13 British Horse Artillery 1815. gunnur carrying round
F14 British Horse Artillery 1815. gunner stopping vent
F15 British Horse Artillery 1815. Sergoant
F16 British Horse Artillery 1815. Officer

75 mm FIGURE RANGE
75/6 Officer de Grenadier:

wearing (orage cap

Grenadier do ligne i
wearing boorskin

de service 1804-10.

de route 1805-07.

These figures are specifically designed to complement the British
Napoleonic artillery pieces listed in our 54mm equipment range

ATTENTION
U.S.A.

We are proud to announce to our American
friends that manufacture of our models will
take place under licence in the U.S.A.

Who chose the host!

MINIATURE FIGURINES U.S.A. INC..
4311 LEMMON AVENUE.
DALLAS. TEXAS 75219, U.S.A.
Con'oct them for further good news

Naval Wargamers
We offer our own line of sailing ship kits for NAVAL WARGAMERS, All
kits feature cast metal hulls, pro-soldored maat and yard assemblies,
printed paper sails, building instructions and general painting guide,

NAPOLEONIC SERIES 1:1200 scale sailing ship kits.
N1, Gunboat,,., ••$«5>0 each
N2. Cutter $.50 each
N3, Bomb Ketch $.60 each
nIl. Brig $.75 each
N5. Sloop (corvette).$1.00 each
B1.

N6. Frigate , $1.30 each
N7. Frigates (large) #1,70 eaoh
N8. 7ii-gun Ship $2.10 each
N9. 100-gun Ship #2.90 each
N10. 120-gun Ship $4.1+0 each

Booklet on building, painting, detailing, rigging and
converting this series..... $,50 each

ANCIENT SERIES 1:600 scale ship kita.
A1, Phoenician Merchant..$.50
A2, Phoenician Bireme.,..1.65
A3» Egyptian Merchantman.$.70
A4» Egyptian Bireme......s.60
A5. Greek Merchantman....#.50
A6. Greek Bireme.........$.65

A7. Roman Merchantman,,.,,,,$1,65
A8. Birerne/Trireme $ ,65
A9, Trireme/Quadrireme $1.20
A10.Quadrireme/Quinureme. ,,,$2,10
A11,Dekare #2.90

Penna, residents must add 6% sales tax.
Please add postage as follows*-* U.S., orders up to $10.00, add $1.00,
orders from $10.01 to $20.00, add $1.50, orders over $20.00, peat free

Overseas** add 2$% of total order for surface mail or $0% for air mail

antos ^Miniatures
PostOffice llux '1062. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17111

U.S.A.
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MUST
LIST

Just received an air mail from the Old Master - Jack Scruby himself (the first
man to commercially manufacture wargames figures). Jack tells me that he has moved
to a new part of California - the latest address being Jack Scruby, The Soldier
Factory, P.O.Box 1658, Cambria, California 93428, U.S.A. It all sounds great "I
have an unbelievable set up at my new Soldier Factory, which combines a retail
store, museum, vargarne room and working plant all in one in 8 beautiful little sea-
coast town in central California just 1,000 yards from the Pacific Ocean. We've
already had hundreds of people visit our place, as we are located in a "hot" tourist
area just about five miles away from the world famous "Hearst Ca3tle" - the magnifi
cent home owned by V/m. Randolph Hearst of newspaper fame. It attracts around a
million people a year, so we net quite a "spin-off" from it. Also, it is a great
place to live. Meantime, as per my predictions, my N-gauge soldiers are really be
coming popular, and we have a hard time keeping up with the demand."

If you want to refresh your memory about Scruby's N-gauge (9mm figures) see the
"Must List" in the March and June 1973 editions of Wargamer's Newsletter.

While on the subject of letters from old friends - Peter Kemplay of Framlingham,
Woodbridge, Suffolk IP13 9RH (Northern Office and Showroom the Northern Garrison,
Knaresborough, Yorkshire) and ' the principal agent for Tradition figures, writes:

"I am trying to steer the policy of my business towards encouraging the develop
ment of the hobby along the lines established in the 'good old days' when soldiers
were soldiers and looked like them. We are giving full support to the really
specialist shops who concentrate on the true model soldier and back their wares with
enthusiasm for the hobby and sensible business practice. I somehow feel that there
are now far too many shops trying to sell model soldiers and that, within a year or
two, the trade will be left with a nucleus of good specialist shops. I may well be
wrong - strange things happen with our present economic atmosphere - but we shall go
on trying to develop a really good service for the genuine model soldier collectors
and wargamers. I say "trying" because I don't like making unrealistic claims. We
still have a few customers suffering from long delays when we have trouble getting
extra supplies, but on the vhole I think we are winning!"

Wargamers in East London will be familiar with the shop WALL MODELS LIMITED
which has now been taken over by wargamer Eric Knowles who tells me that it is his
future intention for the shop to become a specialist organisation for wargamers and
military figure collectors. The very active Newham Wargamers Club have a club room
in the shop and meet every Saturday where all day is spent wargaming. They are
always glad to see any new members from the East London area lacking opponents or a
suitable venue. Wall Models Limited carry a very full stock of figures by most of
the principal makers and I notice that this month they have a special offer of the
original Les Higgins 20mm Marlburian Grenadiers at only 5p each - they are available
in eight different positions.

Attending the Convention in Leicester gave me the opportunity of making the
acquaintance of a number of "names" in the Trade with whom I had corresponded and
who had supported this magazine without us ever meeting. Without exception they
were all talented, articulate friendly fellows with one big thing in common - a
genuine enthusiasm for the hobby and an unremitting energy in turning out their
personal products. It is to be hoped that wargamers will multiply in sufficient
numbers to give all.these manufacturers the returns they deserve.

One impressive character was Ray Seton of Warrior Metal Miniatures who have
burst on to the scene with a rush so that in a very short time they have a full
catalogue of Ancients which includes Gauls} Greeks; Romans; Ancient Indians; Goths;
Normans; Saxons and warriors of the Middle Ages including Turks; then 16th and 17th
century Spaniards; English Civil War infantry and cavalry plus an immense line of
Napoleonic 25mm figures of every country that took part in those wars - with both
infantry in huaerous positions and including officers, standard bearers and musicians
and cavalry also with officers etc. Whilst standing at this stall I noted with some
interest a group of very pleasant little figures who were not wearing hats although
they were in action positions. As I was brought up under some very stern regimental
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sergeant-majors who simply hated people who didn't wear hats, I wondered about these
characters and was pleasantly surprised when Ray pressed a selection of them on me.
I have them in front of me as I write - they are Spanish Irregular infantry but
could well be painted up and used for Irregulars in almost other Napoleonic period.
They include infantry in various firing positions, an officer and a drummer with a
tatty old cocked hat on and a brave lad carrying a musket in one hand and a standard
in the other (I wonder which he drops when the pressure is on?). Of course all the
faces were not unfamiliar - there was Neville Dickinson and Ron Mile3 on a Miniature
Figurines stand; Peter Gilder entrenched behind masses of Hinchliffe figures and
Peter Kemplay aided by Bill Lamming were much in evidence. They all seemed to be
doing some very good business with the Tolkien range attracting considerable inter
est on the Miniature Figurines stand but if you are not interested-in Ores, Hobbits,
Trolls or Ringwraith then perhaps the fine range of 25mm Indians in varying positions
and including a Chief and medicine man (with the appropriate U.S. cavalrymen to
oppose them) brought back wargaming sanity.

I was tremendously impressed with the new Hinchliffe 25mm range of English Civil
War figures and was pleased when my confidence was backed by Bruce Quarrie (Editor
of Airfix Magazine) who bought them in large quantities. I should imagine that
these figures are probably as good as anything that Peter Gilder has turned out and
I heard one envious character say "I wish I hadn't got an English Civil War army
then I could start over again with these!" The range includes infantry, cavalry,
Personality Figures and equipment such as guns, mortars and artillery equipment
groups.

On the Peter Kemplay stand, Bill Lamming was justifiably proud of his new range
of Ancient chariots which I believe sold out early in the proceedings. The new
Tradition 25mm range was much in evidence on this stand, aiding all the other fine
figures of various makes to boggle the mind of the wargamer trying hard to spend his
money wisely!

Another "name" that I was pleased to meet was Peter Kirk of Kirk Miniature
Figures (3 Wynfield Road, Western Park, Leicester) who is a genuine "small" maker
who utilises every moment of his spare time from his normal daily labours to turn
out the very creditable vehicles and figures that adorned his stand. Like a number
of other makers, Kirk Miniature Figures have an ever expanding range of 1/300 scale
metal-cast World War II armour, vehicles and aircraft both in World War II and post
1945 items. In addition there were 54mm collectors figures; 30mm wargames figures
and a range of 25mm figures for table-top battles.

I am frequently asked by wargamers too busy to paint, if I know of any source
of supply of second-hand painted wargames figures. Up to now I have only had
occasional news for them but at Leicester MAGPIE MODELS of 146 Harrogate Road,
Leeds 7, Yorkshire, had a vast display of these figures at incredibly low prices.
If you are looking round for regiments to increase your Napoleonic er Ancient armies
then drop them a line because they seem to have something of everything and I am
told there was far more that was not on show.

I was very impressed with some of the unusual items displayed on the SKYTREX
Ltd stand (28 Church Street, Wymeswold, Leicestershire, England) who claim that they
sell equipment that allows you to emulate Alexander or Caesar; command a battlegroup
of spaceships; ram an opponent with a 500 BC warship or dive bomb him to destruction
with airgroups from a 1945 aircraft carrier. I have already made one mistske in
crediting Skytrex with manufacturing something that was made by Leicester Micro
Models but so vast is their range that it is difficult to know which is which al
though I am told that Skytrex produce 1/3000 World War I ships in plastic; 1/200
metal tanks and a range of plastic and metal spaceships. Their catalogue is a
treasure chest of off-beat wargames items and I strongly recommend it at 5p. From
Skytrex comes something rather different for wargamers in the shape of "Rules for
Galactic Warfare" by Dave Rotor. Space and inter-planetary wargaming seems to be on
the increase these days so these very workable rules should go down well. They in
clude damage record oharts; use of power, movement, docking, undocking, refuelling
and repairs and there is a Galactic Warfare Campaign provided with three blank charts
and five blank record damage charts. Galactic Warfare Rules are available now price
50p.

It was almost at the last moment before my departure that I managed to get to
gether with Malcolm Watson of SIMULATIONS PUBLICATIONS U.K. (P.O.Box 46, Altrincham,
Cheshire, WA15 6PE). I think this was because he had been too busy coping with the
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great rush of customers and I was rather daunted by the incredible stacks of boa^d
games that seem to cover every conceivable historical (and imaginary) military situ
ation from the very beginnings of Time up to way into the future! Malcolm is the
English Agent for that very impressive American magazine STRATEGY AND TACTICS and he
is also Agent for Avalon Hill and other American boardgames. More popular in America
than wargaming with miniatures, boardgames are steadily ploughing ahead in this
country almost entirely due to the efforts of enthusiasts such as Malcolm Watson of
Simulations Publications U.K.

I have talked a lot about new faces - now here is some news of an old one. It
is really delightful to be able to announce that Ronald Spencer-Smith of 66 Long-
meadow, Frimley, Camberley 21618, Surrey, is back in business with his 30mm plastic
wargames figures and accessories. I have related on numerous occasions how the dis
covery of these figures probably saved me from abandoning the hobby for the lack of
available soldiers back in 1957. Regrettably Ronald went off the market for some
years but has now come back and has available the range of figures indicated in his
advert on another page at the ridiculous price of 24 cavalry or 80 infantry for
£1.20p and four guns for Cl.OOp. Ronald Spencer-Smith tells me that, at considerable
expense, he has had some more moulds made and will be turning out additional figures
in the near future - the first are to be American War of Independence. These figures
are cheap, reasonably sized for painting and are the converters dream - I should know
because I have about 4,000 of them and many are far removed from their original style
when they came out of Ronald's plastic injection moulding machine!

Back to Leicester, Bob Battie and Keith Robinson were very much in evidence be
hind ramparts of every conceivable tank in 1«300 scale; Mediaeval groups of figures
in the same scale; and warships in two scales for both World Wars I and II. They
also supply rules to fight battles with their tanks, ships and for gladiators - and
you could not wish to patronise a more pleasant pair of blokes!

These Conventions, being held in large halls, invariably mean that you parade
up and down talking to old friends, making new friends and casting repetitious eyes
over the various stands in case you miss something on the last lap round. Well I
nearly did miss something because I saw at Leicester (and have since received samples)
of three very nice Christmas cards which are designed by Stephen Macnhail Dip.AD.,
H.l. IK.0.A.; which are sold by Warrior Metal Miniatures at lOp each". They are both
ffirlSkS? seasonal consisting of ahalf-frozen Hoplite charging through the snow
(his outfit may be colourful but is no substitute for a sheepskin lined outfit'); two
f i! v1V,l]" War fieuros Prowling about in the snow in search of something or other

and the back view of a rather despondent looking Napoleon who, if his hands were not
elapsed behind him, might have been accused of performing some feat of nature on a
snow drift. If I have been light hearted about this, do not let it detract from the
iact that these are unusual cards drawn by an extremely pleasant and talented young
artist of whom we will hear much more - I have had the greatest of pleasure in re
commending his manuscript on the Wars of the Roses to one of the publishers who put
out my own books.

A month or so ago I referred to the pirating of Hinton Hunt figures by an
American manufacturer and in that connection I have a letter from Ken Bunger of Omaha
who writes "Your comments on the pirating of Hinton Hunt figures are welcome. The
U.S. firm even charges more for these pirated figures than do their originators! I
have never purchased anything from them but have many times have observed them at
conventions and in shops. With the news of Mini Figs new U.S. factory and the contin
uing availability of Scruby and Command Post figures I hope American wargamers will
continue to purchase these originals rather than any product which is such a blatant
piracy of another man's work."

From Model Figures and Hobbies of Belfast I have reoeived the latest ships in
their Ensign range - a German 1915m class sweeper; Vosper Flushdeck M.T.B. and B.P.B.j
Anti-submarine boat. Naval wargamers who are not familiar with this range of 1/1200
scale, metal cast, waterline detail model ships that are assembled should send for the
list which also includes details of the CASADIO Mini-Ships series 1/1200 scale Water-
line plastic kits at 6lp each - U.S. Aircraft carriers and battleships; Japanese
battleships and aircraft carriers and Italian battleships. Then there is the H-R
1/1200 scale ships, parts and spares which are very suitable for the modeller who
wishes to make his own vessels and can also be used for modifying existing vessels -
this range includes gun turrets, launches, aircraft and even minute vehicles. Another
interesting thing about Model Figures and Hobbies is that they are probably the last
people who can supply the 1/1200 scale die-cast metal waterline ship models by Tri-
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- they have o few naval vessels, some Merchant ships

For American subscribers - you will no doubt be delighted to hear (if you do not
know already) that the famous British model soldier manufacturers MINIATURE FIGURINES
have just made arrangements to have their figures manufactured in America. There
will be some 3,000 figures in 5, 15, 25 and 30mm scale and already the entire 25mm
range of Napoleonics are available. Wholesale and retail facilities are available
and a catalogue can be obtained for #1.25 from Docks P., Pine Station, New York 12567,
U.S.A. A.C.Charles and Son of 3213 West Liberty Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa. 15216, U.S.A.
have brought over the superb 25mm TRADITION range of wargames figures and are to be
sold at 3ritish prices plus post - 25 cents a foot figure and 30 cents for Personality
figures.

Back to ships but still in America. I have now received samples of all the
SANTOS MINIATURES Ancient scries 1:600 scale ship models. These kits include high
quality metal hull casting; pre-soldered mast and yard assemblies; printed paper
sails; assembly instructions and painting suggestions. These drawings are actual
size of the ship models.

A2. Phoenician Blreme A10. Quadrir»ma or Qui*u«reme ^8. Blrom* or Trlr»»e

Recently I have mentioned the water based paint3 available from Model Products
Limited, Long Street, Sasingwold, York^ ana aow I have received from them samples
of their 54mm diorama accessories which sell at 25p each. Stamped out in strong
plastic, appropriately coloured to indicate roofs, walls, etc., these dioramas in
clude a timbered cottage; a wall with windows; a ruined gateway and a room interior.
I have not made them up but I imagine that they would make very reasonable back
grounds for small dioramas or groups of figures.

The industrious Peter Laing has sent me sample figures from his new Colonial
"600 series" which include British infantry and cavalry; tribesmen; Boers; Gatling
and mountain guns and a 13 pdr R.M.L. gun and limber. Peter's future plans include
a Maxim gun cart, Camel Corps, Indian Army and tribesmen, etc. Peter Laing's indus
try is to be admired becauoe these small figures must take a fair amount of modelling
and his range increases amazingly by the week. The latest issues includes nice little
heliograph team plus additions to his Marlburian range in the shape of a three part
howitzer kit together with mounted and dismounted Normans and a Turkish horse archer
to add to his Feudal range.

Steve Curtis, who never misses a 54mm Western figure tells me that Valiant
Miniatures, P.O.Box 394 Skoki, Illinois 6OO76, U.S.A., have just produced two beauti
ful 54mm collector figures in metal, one of Wyatt Earp, the famous peace officer,
complete in frock coat, holatered buntline and long double-barrelled shotgun; the
other is Doc Holliday, the deadly gun-fi(;hting dentist, with frock-coat and sawed
off shot-gun slung from a cord around his neck. They sell at £1.40p each and I am
told they can be obtained from a British dealer but I do not know which one.

I also notice that SKIRMISH WARGAMES (The Lazy 'B*, 13 St. Decuman's Road,
Watchet, Somerset, TA23 OUR, are now selling a set of cut-out sheets - Wanted Posters
and Sign-Boards which bring 54mm Wild West towns to life. Available in February 1974
and sell at 50p (S^.OO). The same group have in preparation the Ancient Skirmish
Wargame Rules with emphasis on hsnd-to-hand fighting - Roman Legionary against Ancient
Briton; Sladiatorial Skirmishes; Fantasy; Vikings; Mounted and Foot Actions. Then
there is the Mediaeval Skirmish Wargame Rules covering the days of chivalry with
Crusader against Saracen; Norman against Saxon - refight Crecy and Agincourt; joust
ing and trial by combat. Also the Modern Skirmish Wergame Rules - jungle ambushes;
Commando raids; ;uerilla warfare and street fighting. I notice a rather cryptic but
fascinating remark at the foot Steve Curtis's list "BUILDINGS - Scale buildings in
vacuum formed plastic - western series, colonial series.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 27
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

iliL'':ii,,;eii<cll:ilih:u.<c&:it.ii
188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1

Telephone 01-734 1352

Wo arc the makors of tho world-famous military m
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Made in 30 mm, 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.

Most other leading makes oi metal and plastic figures also in stock, plus large selection of
'Britains'. 'Elastolin' and other rare historical ligures.
'Tradition' magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for tho collector and connoisseur:

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt plates, hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, uniforms and paintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military stylo

os by

When in London i the
Mon.. Tut
Thursday
Saturday

Wtd. and Fri.

nust. Open six days a v/cek.

If you are unable to visit us. the following catalogues aro available:
Stadden 30 mm master list - 20p
Stadden 54 mm master lis! - 35p

'Tradition' book ol Modal Soldiers - ft .65 I post tree/

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMLINGHAM. WOODBRIDGE. SUFFOLK

Ttl: Fratnlingham 723708

Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request.
"• '

THE WARCAMES DEPARTMENT
CATERING FOR AM. WARGAMING NEEDS

On 1st March. TRADITION, London's leading dealers in militaria and model soldiers, moved into WARGAMING.
Our start, wargamcrs themselves, arc always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from Ihc leading manufacturers listed below, wc also stock many
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figures, A.F.V.s and equipment b>:
HINCHLIFFE, A1RFIX, FUIIMI, cie.

Rules by:
W.K.G., I..W.S., ele.

Hooks by:

DON FEATIIERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT. TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOUNG. AI.MARK.
PROFILES, elc.

Accessories and paints etc by:
BELLONA. AIRFIX, MERIT, HUMBROI., elc.

MAIL ORDERS

We regretwe ere unableto acceptmail orderslor underIJ-00
Plewm add 10% lor pot/ate on all mail order*.



Tank BaLMleg « # 25
m Mimat3nuure hooks
A wargamers' guide to the
Western Desert Campaign
1940-1942

By Donald F. Featherstone (8?" x 5£"; 156p., 17 photo
graphs; 24 maps and diagrams;
Patrick Stephens - £2.80p -

personally inscribed and auto.-raphed copies from Wargamer's
'lewsletter £J.00p).

Why wasn't this book available two years af;o when I
wrote my microtank rules, it would hove saved a lot of work.

According to the 'blurb' on the cover "This is a definitive book .... it contains a
detailed history of the Yestern Desert Campaign, together with precise information
on the tanks, guns and aircraft used; and gives numerous suggestions for realistical
ly reproducing the battles on the table-top." The 'blurb' doesn't do the book full
justice, the contents also include a detailed description of "what it was really
like", a chronological list and brief description of the battles, a section gives the
dates the various vehicle types became available and the numbers of troops and
vehicles available to each force. Further chapters cover the tactics of both sides,
the terrain, navigations (yes navigation), visibility, communications, supply, mine
fields and tank recovery. There are appendices on armour penetration, game aid de
vices, availability of models and figures and an extremely useful bibliography.

The fact that Don Peatherstone was there in the Royal Tank Regiment, shows that
a few of our rules writers and pundits are ancient or at least mediaeval! One can
argue with the penetration tables and armour thicknesses depending on which reference
you use but Don's information is remarkably similar to mine, perhaps we used the same
references. At least, unlike many other books, the ammunition used and the angle of
impact are defined in the penetration table. If you are at all interested in armoured
wargaming buy this book.

Keith Robinson.

Ron Miles, many times Finalist and Winner of World War II National Wargames
Championships, says of this book -

"It is very difficult to write something that will describe a book as good as
this, which hasn't been, or will be, said about it!! But here goes. "Tank Battles
In Miniature" is without doubt "THE BOOK" of the year for wargamers, in fact it is
"THE 300K" for several years. Packed with information facts and ideas it should do
for the Modern Period what the book "Wargames" did for wargaming as a whole. An
absolute must for all bookshelves, be it wargamer, military historian or layman."

HAIC AS MILITARY COMMANDER by J.Marshall-Cornwall. (9" x 6"; 524p; JO plates;
16 maps. Batsford - £5.00p).

I approached this book with mixed feelings, influenced no doubt by the appalling
casualties suffered during the Great War and the generally raised and accepted criti
cisms of the generals who fought it. I found the book most interesting and informa
tive. It is written sympathetically but not uncritically, and shows Haig doing a
most difficult job in almost impossible conditions. As is made apparent he made some
mistakes - but who in that position would not? The political constraints of 1916 and
1917 plus the sheer necessity of fighting the Germans in order to prevent complete
French collapse and an earlier adverse result of the war forced actions upon him which
were not of his choosing.

I consider Haig was a controversial figure in that the cost in lives was some
thing that had not previously been met, and his detractors outnumbered his supporters.
In the midst of all the noise, however, he perservered in his beliefs until August
1918 when he showed that he could command victory following his break-throu«rh, in
which he had always believed.

One of his tenets regarding the necessity of husbanding his cavalry to support
and exploit a breakthrough was attacked consistently by his critics. It must not be
overlooked, however, that Liddell Hart stated later that infantry alone could not
destroy completely an enemy army as they could not move fast enough to disperse and
destroy in detail the enemy formations and command structure.

All in all I think this is a good book and it shows Haig in a new and better
balanced light both as a man and military commander.

(Reviewed by Ken Brooks).
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BATTLENOTES FOR WARGAMERS by Donald Featherstone. (8£" x 5£"; 176p; 30pp line
illustrations. David and Charles - £2.95p. Personally inscribed and autographed
copies from Wargamer's Newsletter - £5.15p).

Before any review of a book it is desirable that the reviewer should state what
he understands to be the intentions of the author so that the reader understands the

basic assumptions on which the review is written. In this case Don Featherstone has
spelt out his intentions in the introductory chapter. These are to provide sufficient
information on selected battles which are small enough to be capable of being realis
tically represented on the wargame table without one figure representing a battalion.

The introductory chapter suggests ways of dealing with the 'inponderables' and
surprise elements of every battle, the 'what if's', the flank marches and the sudden
aberrations of previously sane commanders.

The fifteen battles described in separate chapters range from Pharsalus (48 BC
Roman Civil War) to the battle for Pork Chop Hill in Korea (1953). A battle is selec
ted from each military period between.* Each is described as it happened and each
commander involved is assessed on his performance on the day. What might have happen
ed if the fortunes of war had been different is considered and ways are suggested of
representing these chance factors. The problems of each commander and any special
behavioural characteristics of the two forces such as high morale, treachery or down
right stupidity are outlined. Each chapter concludes with a description of the
battlefield, a scale drawing of a table-top representation and suggestions for model
ling the terrain features. The appendices contain sources for rules and figures and
a useful bibliography for those wanting more information.

All-in-all a useful book, every wargames club should have a copy. However, more
detailed orders of battle specifying, if possible, the units involved and their
strengths rather than the simple totals of each troop type would have been much more
useful.

♦NOTE: The actual battles are of Pharsalus, 9 August 48 BC (Roman Civil War); the
Battle of Poitiers, 19 September 1356 (Hundred Years War); the Battle of Barnet, 14
April 1471 (Wars of the Roses); the Battle of Cheriton, 29 March I644 (English Civil
War); the Battle of Wyendael, 28 September 1708 (Marlburian Wars); the Battle of
Prestonpans, 21 September 1745 (Jacobite Rebellion - the '45); the Battle of Guildford
Courthouse, 15 March 1781 (American Revolution); the Battle of Maida, 4 July 1806
(Napoleonic Wars); the Battle of Aliwal, 28 January I846 (First Sikh War); the Battle
of the Little Big Horn, 25 June I876 (American Indian Wars); the Battle of Modder
River, 28 November 1899 (Second Boer War); the ANZAC Landing at Gallipoli, 25 April
1915 (World War I); the Raid on St. Nazaire, 24.27/28 March 1942 (World War II) and
the attack'on Pork Chop Hill, 16-18 April 1953 (Korean War).

Too late to be reviewed by David Chandler in this issue is COLONIAL SMALL WARS
by Donald Featherstone. (*>£" x 7f"; l60p; 79 maps. David and Charles - £3.95p.
Personally inscribed and autographed by author from Wargamer's Newsletter - £4.20p).

This is a detailed description of all the minor actions along the extending
frontiers of the British Empire which constantly disturbed Queen Victoria's long
reign. The contents of the book are as follows:-

Prologue; introduction; what is a small war?; the Victorian 3oldier; the weapons
that won an Empire; revolt in Canada; the capture of Aden and operations against the
Persians, 1838; the first Afghan War, 1838; War in the Levant, 1840; War in China,
1840-1; Afghanistan, 1842; the conquest of Sind, 1845; the Gwalior War, 1843; the
first Sikh War, 1845-6; campaigns against Boers and Kaffirs in douth Africa, 1838-52;
the second Sikh War, 1848-9; North-West Frontier of India, 1847; 1848; 1850; 1852;
1853; 1854; the Second Burmese War, 1852; the Eureka Stockade, Australia, 1854; the
War with Persia, 1856; the storming of the Taku Forts, 1859-60; the Maori Wars, 1861-
4; operations in Sikkim, 1861; expeditions on the North-West Frontier, 1858-67; the
Ambela Expedition, 1863; Japan, I864; Bhutan, 1865; the British Expedition to
Abyssinia, 1868; Canada - the Red River Expedition, 1870; the Ashanti War, 1874; the
Expedition to Perak, 1875-6; the Kaffir War, 1877; North-West Frontier, 1878-9; the
Second Afghan War, 1878; the third Afghan War, 1879; the Zulu War, 1879;- Operations
on the North-West Frontier, 1880-4; the first Boer War, 1881; the bombardment of
Alexandria, 1882; the Expedition to the Sudan, 1884-5; the third Burmese War, 1885;
the battles around Suakin, 1885; the end of the Nile Campaign, 1885; minor operations
on the North-West Frontier of India, 1888-92; minor operations in India 1888-94; the
siege and relief of Chitral, 1895; the Mashonaland Field Force, I896; the re-conquest
of Egypt, I896-8; the operations of the Tirah Expeditionary Force, 1897-8; operations
on the North-West Frontier, 1897-81; the Boxer Rising , 1900-1; epilogue; recommended
reading; appendix 1 locations of the Colonial Campaigns; appendix 2 li3t of Line
Infantry Battalions, Index.
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LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - October 1973- Hoy Dilley on crew figures for 54mm scale vehicles;
8th Army in the Desert by John Sanders; Renaissance Warfare by George Gush; Open Day
at Bovington; Buildings for Wargames; much on aircraft; reviews and other features.

BATTLEFLEET - Vol.6: No. 12. This magazine of the Naval Wargames Society contains
articles on the Pre-Dreadnought Tribe; The Spanish-American War of 1898 plus Naval
Wargame Reports. (Secretary - W.E.McKenzie, 16 Hugo Road, London N19 5EU. £1.10p
#5.00 subscription).

CONFLICT - No.4. Well illustrated articles on Soviet Air Power; The Confederate
Navy; French Armoured Divisions 1940 plus NORAD a game of strategic air warfare.

- No.5. The Russio-Japanese War of 1939; Xenophon; The B.E.F. 1940 plus a
free game KHALKHIN-GOL plus much in both issues on board wargames. (Simulations
Design Corporation, P.O.Box 19096, San Diego, California 92119, U.S.A. #8.50, #9.50
overseas).

DISPATCH - September 1973- Illustrated articles on the 92nd Gordon Highlanders 1815}
The Scottish Borderers; plus book, figure, plate and other reviews. (Scottish
Military Collectors Society, Mitchell S.Davidson, Findon Croft, Findon, Portlethen,
Aberdeen AB1 4RN. £2 per annum).

AVALON HILL GENERAL - Sept-Oct. 1973- Contains more or less a complete game LEYTE
GDLF in its pages plus articles on Waterloo; 1914 and much more on boardgames.
(4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21214, U.S.A. #5.00).
GUIDON - No.3 1973. The British in the Peninsula; Military Flags - Austria; SwiSB
Dragoons 1914-1941; Early Figures; Historex Figures for Beginners; plus features.
(The Miniature Figure Collectors of America, Brynwood Apts., G-l, Wynnewood, PA.
19096, U.S.A.).

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMES SOCIETY - Club Magazine No.6. Airfix Conversions; Marshal
Grouchy; Uniforms and Equipment of the British Army in the 1890's; Armies of 1812;
Battles of Yorkshire; The Imperial Japanese Navy; plus letters etc. (C.B.Tofalos,
2 Almond Walk, Partington, Nr.Warrington, Lanes.)
MODELLISMO MILITARE - No.2. Beautifully produced but in Italian contains articles
on Napoleonic forces of Naples; Italian tank L3/35 (with coloured plates); French
Napoleonic infantry; Scratch Building the L5 tank; Messerschmitt BF109; Napoleonic
wargaming; reviews of figures, etc. No.5. Neapolitan Artillery 1775-1782; Model
Building; The Hercules aircraft; Tank Semovente 75/18 M40 and 41; Converting
Historex; French Napoleonic uniforms plus Napoleonic wargaming and other features.
Beautifully produced on glossy paper with coloured plates. (Casella Postale 1445,
Firenze 50100, Italy. 500 lire per copy).

SIGNAL - Bi-weekly magazine aimed at the military hobby written and produced by John
Mansfield, P.O.Box 850, CFPO 5056, 757 Baden Baden 1, W.Germany - 10 for £1.00p.
Contains details of all the latest Conventions, kits, boardgames, figures, books,
films, etc. I wonder if Mansfield ever has time to do any work for the Canadian
Army!

SOLDIER - October/November 1975. The British Army magazine contains articles on the
Welch Regiment Museum; Swingfire wire-guided anti-tank missile; plus book, record
reviews.

WORLD WAR II HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION Newsletter/Magazine - Feb-April 1975. The German
Northern Theatre of Operations 1940-45; Order of Battle German Panzer Divisions 1941
plus features on books, models, etc.; etc. (218 Beech Street, Bennington, Vermont
05201, U.S.A. 50 cents per copy).

00O00

MUST LIST - Continued from Page

"SPECIALIST FIGURES - Designed to fill gaps in commercial ranges - easily animated."
Are they going into a different field of business? Watch these pages for further
details!

Micro-Mold of 1-2 Unifax, Woods Way, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex BN12 4QY, tell me
tVAB't the C-in-C range of 15mm artillery manufacture* in America is expanding very
rapidly and that samples of all the most recent additions in this range will shortly
be in Britain while the 1/285 scale armour will be progressing with the addition of
one new piene every week. The same American group are probably producing masters
for Micro-Mold in 25mm scale.
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Classified adverts on this page cost lp (2 cents) per word - and they get re-
suits!

O0O00

FOR SAL-J: Avalon Hill's "WATERLOO" £2.00p and "1914" £5.00p. Good condition.
B.Rendell, 10 Brenchley Close, Bromley, Kent, HR2 9DR.

00O00

May 1974 has been fixed provisionally as the month in which Manchester Area War-
games Society will hold the first National Boardgames Convention, sponsored by Simu
lations Publications and Wargames Research Group, it will cover friendly and competi
tive ^ames for both counters and metal figures. Winners will receive both trophies
and cash prizes for boardgames and table-top games using Wargames Research Group
rules for Ancients and Napoleonics. For more information please contact Mr. P. Fox,
Brynawel, Highbank, Dunham Road, Altrincham, Cheshire.

00O00

Back numbers War'amer's Newsletter available at 21,
November and December 1972; February to present 1973.

00O00

MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION 1974 will take place at Seymour Hall, London W.l. (be
tween Edgware Road and Marble Arch underground stations) from 1st January 1974 - 12th
January 1974 (excluding Sunday). Wargaming and military enthusiasts will find the
LECTURE HALL devoted to their interests with a fine display of models, dioramas and
the presence of the British Model Soldier Society and the International Plastic
Modellers' Society stands. WARGAMS3 will be staged regularly here throughout the
show.

00O00

FOR SALE: Over 400 British, French and Russian 25mm Napoleonics Mini Figs. Also
59 Crimean War Mini Figs nil at give-away prices especially as many are painted to a
high standard - most are selling at half price or under. Send S.A.S. for list to

Mr. C.G.Rees, 11 Cyril Road, Springbourne, Bournemouth 3H8 8"S - callers welcome.

00O00

The Walsall Wargames Club is looking for new members. It meets at 93 Stoney
Lane, 31oxwich, Walsall WS3 3RE (Bloxwich 77089) where information can be obtained
from Terry Bebbington.

00O00

Mr. H.D.Chilton-Jone3 of 7 Battenhall Avenue, Worcester, would like to contact
opponents in his area.

00O00

In this issue there is an alluring account of this year's military Historical
Society trip to the Peninsular battlefields. There are a few vacancies on next years
expedition, begining about 17th April. The party will take their own coacli over on
the ferry from Southampton to Lisbon (4 days at sea) then in five shore days will
tour Badajoz, Albuhera, Ciudad Rodrigo, Fuentes d'Onor, Busoco, Rolica, Vimeiro and
Torres Vedras before returning to Lisbon. As before, David Chandler will accompany
the party. The cost for this wonderful "one-off" tour will b^ :28r'»£90. Write John
Gaylor, 7 East Woodside, Bexley, Kent, DA5 5PG.

Tank Battles in
Miniature
by Donald Featherstone
As tho reviews and advertisements in this magazine prove. 1:300
scale wargaming is catching on in a big way. especially with
WW2 fans. Donald Featherstono's new book is designed with
this firmly in mind, and will be a 'must' for all specialising in this
period. Contents include a description of the Desert Campaign:
chapters on the terrain, visibility, communications, supply, tanks,
guns and aircraft; and appendices showing armour penetration,
recognition silhouettes, and armoured formations. 756 pages.
81" x 5}", 77 photographs, 33 mops and diagrams, case bound.

(65 cents) for November i960;

Tank Batllcs
in Miniature

Donald FtocUhmtooe

Available from the

author (through War
gamer's Newsletter) per
sonally inscribed to YOU
and autographed - £5.00p
(#8.50) incl. posts ;e.

Patrick Stephens
Limited f^\



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc.

25 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures 4 |>cr pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Mors ; per pack)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
BN/5 Line Infantry At the ready
BN/6 Une Infantry.Advancing
BN/7 Unc Infantry Standingfiring
BN/8 Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BN/9 Une Infantry Officer
BN/14 Ughl Infantry At the ready
BN/15 Ughl Infantry Advancing
BN/16 Ught Infantry Standing firing
BN/17 Ught Infantry Kneeling ready
BN/18 Ughl Infantry Officer
BN/19 Rifle Regiment At the ready
BN/20 Rifle Regiment Advancing
BN/2I Rinc Regiment Standing firing
BN/22 Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
BN/23 Rifle Regiment Officer
UN/24 Kings German Legion Hussar mountc
BN/25 Ught Dragoon Troo|>er mounted
BN/26 Scots Greys Trooper mounted
BN/27 Scots Greys Officer mounted
BN/28 Household Cavalry Trooper mounted
BN/29 Heavy Dragoons Trooper mounted

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
NF/1 Old Guard Grenadier At the ready
NF/2 Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
N'F/3 Old Guard GrcnadrerStandingfiring
NF/7 Middle/Young Guard At (he ready
NF/8 Middle/Young Guard Advancing
NF/9 Middle/Young Guard Standing firing NFI
NF/IO Imperial Guard Officer
NF/11 Unc Infantry Fusilier At the ready
NF/12 Unc Infantry Fusilier Advancing
NF/13 Line Infantry Fusilier Slanding firing
NF/14 Line Infantry Volligcur/Grcnadier At the re
NF/15 Unc Infantry Voltigcur/Grenadier Advancir
NF/16 Line Infantry Volligcur/Grcnadier Standing
NF/17 Line Infantry Officer
NF/21 Light Infantry Volligcur/Carabinicr At the r
NF/22 Light Infantry Voltigcur/Carabinicr Adv
NF/23 Light Infantry Voltigcur/Carabin
NF/24 Ught Infantry Officer
NF/25 Foot Dragoon Al the ready
NF/26 Foot Dragoon Advancing
NF/27 Foot Dragoon Slanding firing
NF/28 Foot Dragoon Officer
NF/29 Lancer of Ihe Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
NF/30 Dragoon Trooper mounted
NF/31 Dragoon Officer mounted
NF/32 Dragoon Trumpeter mounted
NF/33 Cuirrassier mounted

ARTILLERY PIECES

For 25 mm Figures

ady

Standing fir

25 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack)

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS
(Sudan Expedition 1898)

BC/1 British Line Infantry At the ready
BC/2 British Line Infantry Advancing
BC/3 BritishLineInfantry Standing firing
BC/4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/5 British Line Infantry Officer
BC/6 Highland Infantry At the ready
BC/7 Highland Infantry Advancing
BC/8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC/9 Highland Infantry Kneelingready
BC/IO Highland Infantry Officer
BC/11 British Lancer (Lance nol s
BC/I2 "Fuzzy Wuzzys' Running
IIC/13 'Fuzzy Wuzzys'Advancing
BC/14 Dervish Slanding firing
BC/I5 Dervish Advancing
BC/16 Dervish Cavalryman

20 mm FIGURES
(Fool figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack)

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
EP/3 Pikcman (Pike nol supplied)

Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
Musketeer (Hat)
Musketeer (Helmet)
CromwcIIian Officer mounted
Royalist Officer mounted

EP/4
EP/5
EP/6
EP/9
EP/10
EP/11A CromwcIIian Trooper mour
EP/11B Royalist Trooper mounted
EP/12 Drummer
EP/13 Artillery crew
EP/14 Dragoon dismounted
EP/15 Dragoon mounted

•MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD

MP/2 Grenadier Sunding
MP/4 Grenadier Advancing
MP/7 Grenadier Advancing
MP/10 Musketeer Loading
MP/11 Musketeer Standing
MP/12 Musketeer Sunding firing
MP/13 Musketeer Kneeling firing
MP/14 Musketeer At the ready
MP/20 Artillery crew
MP/21 Dragoon mounted
MP/22 Cavalryman mounted
MP/23 General/Officer mounted
MP/24 Grenadier mounted

ARTILLERY PIECES

for 20 mm Figure*

A/1 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/2 9 pdr FieldPiece ('Marlborough' period)
A/3 Saker (English Civil War)

ted

A/-!

A/5
9 pdr British Field gun (NapoU
8 pdr French Field gun (Napol

ic period]
lie period

Infantry packs -29p
Cavalry packs -33p
Cannons: 20mm-40p 25mm 44p

U.K. Post & Packing Rates
£1^26 lo £800--30pup lo -50p 9p

51pto£1-25 -16p over £800- post free

I Catalogue
I -15p postpaid (U.K. only)
J-50p post paid(Overseas
I airmail)

The Square, Earls Barton, Northampton, England, lelephone Northampton 810 612
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